The following was the summary of the main ideas in this research:

The study involved an introduction which included a number of methodological issues in researches preparation. The research was also involve introduction, review, two chapters, conclusion and references list. The review involved interpretation to Bin Hazm, and talking about the Alashari methodology by considering the following aspects: its establishment, development, main scholars, main researches to the Bin Hazm time. The first chapter focused on Bin Hazm tracing
for Alashaerah in names section which has been divided into subsections. While chapter two focused on studying Bin Hazm tracing for Alashaerah in the attributes section which has been divided to five subsections, as shown in the proposal.)

The research indicated that Bin Hazm has been very accurate in relating of these opinions to the Alashaerah doctrine, however he did not succeed in some of the issues he traced, as he mistaken in some of them such as in the Names of Allah the Great, his confirmation to Allah Attributes, etc. Bin Hazm discussions of Alashari doctrine represent the first class opinions, such as Alashari, Albaglani, Bin Fork. Accordingly the research did not consider the doctrine development in terms of evidences and concerns of post Bin hazm time.

The research showed the criticism aspect of Bin Hazm and his strength in this chapter. The above are the outlines of the main concepts of this study which include details of many aspects. I request Allah the Great the success and Peace and Praise be upon our Prophet Mohammed and on his relatives and companions.